
The internet-controlled RemoteLock 6i is perfect for your 

rental property, home or office use.  This robust WiFi enabled 

door lock allows users to lock or unlock doors remotely, know 

when people unlock your door, and even receive text alerts 

when codes are used. Issue new codes or delete codes from 

your computer or phone. Even give temporary codes to 

guests or office personnel.
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WiFi enabled lock 

connects directly 

to existing routers

Durable weather 

proof finish 

and keypad

View access 

history in real-time 

or through alerts

Add or delete users  

and lock or unlock 

door remotely



FEATURES
WiFi enabled lock connects directly to existing routers

Weather proof finish & keypad

One-touch lock button to quickly lock door on the way out

Up to 1000 user codes or guest codes available to store in its memory

RemoteLock 6i  is the commercial smart lock solution
that gives businesses the solution to manage doors 
through smart phones and computers via WiFi routers. 
No additional equipment needed. Unlock or lock doors 
remotely in real time or through codes.

View access history in real time from online account

 Add or delete users and lock or unlock your door remotely

Set scheduled access times for users (Eg. M-F, 9-5)

Choose between passage or storehouse mode

Set schedules to passage mode, or even lock or unlock door automatically 
at scheduled times

Set to privacy mode to temporarily disable all user codes

 Lockout functionality (after 5 incorrect attempts)

 Low Battery Warning

Works with RemoteLock ACS, cloud-based access control system

SPECIFICATIONS
Backset
Adjustable. Fits both 2 3/8” or 2 3/4”

Lock Measurements
Front & Back: 6 3/4“H x 3”W
Keyhole to Top: 5 1/8“

Door Thickness
Fits 1 3/8” to 2” thick door (35mm - 70mm)

Latch
Tubular spring latch

Handing
Reversible - Works on both right and 
left-handed doors

Batteries
4 AA (1.5V) Alkaline or lithium    batteries

Temperature Range
-30 to 120 F (-34 to 50 C) 

Keyway
Interchangeable Schlage
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